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CIAâ€™s Max Wayne (formerly of SEAL Team Six) and his brother Tom (a former Army Ranger)

are bound by blood to execute the highest threat missions that the United States denies. When their

father (a Force Recon Marine vet), also working for the Agency, is captured by the Chinese, Max

and Tom must find him before he is executed. In their search, the brothers discover a stolen

biological weapon and a rogue Chinese special operator leading a clandestine strike against

America. Max and Tom must stop the rogue operator and his team before they assassinate top US

military leaders. If the brothers fail, China will be free to take over the Indo-Asia-Pacific

region.Autumn Assassins is the third thriller in the Special Operations Group series by New York

Times and USA Today bestselling author Stephen Templin.PRAISE FOR STEPHEN

TEMPLINâ€œAs action packed as a Tom Clancy thriller . . . harrowing . . .

adrenaline-laced.â€•-Michiko Kakutani, New York Timesâ€œAnother great novel reflecting our spec

ops forcesâ€™ global capabilities. Written by a proven and insightful master storyteller.â€•-Howard

E. Wasdin, former SEAL Team Six sniper and NYT best-selling author of SEAL Team Six: Memoirs

of an Elite Navy SEAL Sniper â€œA muscular thrill ride thatâ€™s rich with detail and full of heart and

energy. A stand out in the ranks of modern action-adventure thrillers.â€•-Mark Greaney, #1 NYT

Bestselling Author, coauthor of True Faith and Allegiance with Tom Clancy
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Another amazing book from Stephen Templin! Max and Ton Wayne are brothers on a mission. Their

mission is to save their father Hank Wayne from kidnappers in Hanoi, and to stop a renegade

Chinese officer's mission to spread Anthrax in the heart of America.As always Stephen has a great

eye for action and character and his protagonists are well drawn and sympathetic.If you enjoy

fast-paced action with a great eye for spec ops techniques and an all too plausible plot, then this

book is for you.You will not be disappointed.

Always intriguing and fast paced, Stephen Templin takes us on another thrilling ride. Filled with

action and special operations insight, the story is compelling and the believable characters are

instantly familiar. Highly recommended read. 5 Stars

This book is the third in a Special Operations Group series but can be read as a stand alone novel.

Featuring brothers Max Wayne (formerly of SEAL Team Six) and Tom (a former Army Ranger) who

are chosen to extract their own father who has been kidnapped by the Chinese they find out he is

part of a larger plan to attack American with a chemical agent to cause mass casualties.Their bond

means they worth together seamlessly and bring in other agents to help carry out their mission but

the evil they are up against means casualties happen all around them until they track down the

mastermind behind the threat.Stephen brings a current plot line to life showing the instability and

hatred of our enemies and the men that stand guard to keep America safe and the nonstop pace

kept me reading until I finished it and I can't wait to read the next one.

I always enjoy Mr. Templin's books. They're action-packed and full of a lot of military and weapons

details that you don't always get in action-adventure books. "Autumn Assassins" definitely met my

expectations.Tom and Max, two brothers with different but equally awesome military experience, are

called upon to rescue their father, who was captured during a blown operation overseas.While the

rescue is underway (and, no, I'm not telling you if they succeed. Read the book!) the boys realize

that there is a much bigger problem building, and the main suspect is in the wind. With the help of

June, who has met the suspect in the past, and other operatives from various enforcement

agencies, the brothers try to stop the suspect from creating a catastrophic incident.This book's a



good, fast-paced read, and a pleasure to peruse.

Good read! First no spoilers here, was given a copy to read for my honest review. Anyway, first

thing that struck me was the family angle, Templin was able to write a first rate espionage novel

while mixing in the brothers relationship, and making the story work. I liked them because they

weren't James Bond type characters, all smooth and sophisticated, but a couple of operators, one

who was just a little rough around the edges. It's a good read, fast paced with plenty of action and

again writing the family angle in was great. It's the kinda book I hate to put down once I get into it,

so give a read you won't be disappointed.

â€œHe felt little connection to the cold side of wealth that took so much and gave so little.â€•

Stephen Templinâ€™s latest thriller, Autumn Assassins delivers the package and we prosper.

Escalating action, subtle humor, and character names resonate with undertones of Ian Fleming.

Heroes Max and Tom arenâ€™t quite 007, but theyâ€™re good, very good at what they do and

thatâ€™s taking out the trash. This read fleshes out the senses with historical and culinary tastes

from Asia and Hawaii. The weaponry and tactical technique tips are also tasty. One of the best

Templin tomes to date, Autumn Assassins hints at future literary delights born in on the winds of the

changing seasons.

This is a great read starring the brothers Max and Tom Wayne. Both are former military, one a

former Seal and the other a former Army Ranger who have chosen different paths in life after their

service. the kidnapping of their CIA father brings them both back to their former lives in an attempt

to find hie.Max and Tom have to travel the globe to both rescue their father and chase down the

kidnappers who have plotted a sinister attack on their home country and prevent it.Stephen does an

excellent job bringing the characters to life and unraveling a detailed and well written plot about

espionage, murder and one man's zealous hatred for the United States. My only wish is the story

was longer!

I love every book Steve has written, and this one is no different. I really enjoyed the main characters

being brothers. The fact they they were so different in their philosophies, but came together

smoothly really brought the book together. Another thing is, they aren't supermen. I also really

enjoyed the approach the author took in their adversary. Totally different than what I was expecting.I

won't go into any details or give away any more detail, just want you to read it.You'll be hooked on
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